
Link Governor and School Visits

Preamble
The governing body is the ‘accountable body’ in a school – accountable to parents/carers,students, the
local authority and the DfE.  Governing bodies have a statutory responsibility to monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness of the school and its curriculum and to know what progress is being made towards targets
set out in the School Development Plan (SDP).

Ofsted expects that governors know the strengths and weaknesses of the school.  This depends on
governors assessing reports and performance data presented to them as well as visiting the school

In order for visits to have purpose they fall into one of these areas:
● Visiting the school half termly as a link governor to meet with staff. All governors are expected to

be a link governor
● Informal visits to discuss an issue, to receive an update or any other purpose
● Attending Family Panel meetings of students with parents, arranged by the Team Leader for

Pastoral Inclusion
● Attending key events to engage with students, parents and teachers, wherever possible

Link Governors
● Link governors do not represent or lobby for their area. Link governors exist to focus visits so that

governors have an area they know a lot more about and then use this knowledge and
understanding to consider reports and data from the HT, Senior Managers and middle managers
at full GB and sub committees

● All governors are link governors and need to visit once per term for 1-2hrs. Governors should
arrange this directly with their link  manager and CC the HT. The onus is on the Governor to
arrange the visit

● Each visit will have its own features but will typically include 1 or 2 of the following:
○ being in class (see notes in appendix A)
○ meeting students to discuss their experience of the are the governor is a link for
○ meeting the middle manager (to discuss the curriculum, teaching and assessment if they

lead a subject)
○ meeting 1 or 2 staff (not necessarily teachers) that the middle manager line manages
○ meeting students and/or families if the link governor for SEN or Pastoral
○ attending assembly, EEE day, Life Lessons Day, Creative Project Day, Parents Evening or

other event which fall sunder the remit of the link staff member
● After the visit the link governor should send a short summary to the link manager and CC the HT

and Chair. This should be completed using the Governor Visits Form. Governors should be
mindful not to make judgements in these but should rather capture what the meeting or
visit concerned. Where there are any safeguarding concerns the link governor must contact
the HT and Chair

Family Panel
● Governors who attend Family Panel meetings should be mindful of the nature of these meetings.
● Often they will be meeting with students and parents who are having difficulties in the school,

including behaviour and/or attendance
● The meetings are there to explore issues that the child / parent is experiencing and work with them

to develop possible solutions
● Governors should ensure they do not make judgmental comments either about the child,

parents or school during these meetings, nor should they reach judgements about the
school based on these meetings

● Where there are any safeguarding concerns the governors must contact the HT and Chair
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Informal visits
● These can be arranged with the HT or directly with the member of staff being met. The Chair and

HT should be CCD so they are aware of the visit
● After the visit the governor should send a short summary to the person met and CC the HT and

Chair. The summary should not be a judgement but should capture in a few lines what the
meeting or visit concerned.  Where there are any safeguarding concerns the link governor must
contact the HT and Chair
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APPENDIX A

Visiting the classroom
Governors are not qualified to assess standards but they need to visit lessons in order to:

● appreciate and understand the work of the staff (teachers and support staff) and how the
pupils are learning;

● be aware of the response of pupils to their work and check that the pupils are aware of what
they are learning;

● be aware of resource issues;
● be able to ask appropriate questions and hold sensible discussions with the professionals;
● understand as fully as possible the meaning of the results of monitoring reported to them.
● develop governors’ understanding of the school’s strengths and weaknesses;
● support the school’s work;
● contribute to the governing body’s monitoring role (visits are only one of the ways in which

governors fulfil this role);
● enable individual governors to ask informed and challenging questions at governing body

meetings;
● help governors understand the teaching and learning process;
● see policies in action;
● demonstrate to staff and pupils that governors are interested in what goes on in school;
● give governors an enhanced sense of identity with their school and the people who work in it;

Judgements
Governors are not inspectors and are not present in a lesson or in the school to make judgements about
the professional expertise of the teachers. That remains a task for the head and/or other education
professionals. It would be inappropriate, therefore, for governors to:

● Make judgements about the quality of teaching;
● Report on the progress of individual children;
● Pursue personal agendas;
● Monopolize teachers’ time;
● Arrive with inflexible pre-conceived ideas.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality should be adhered to regarding classroom visits. Observations and comments should be
shared with the teacher concerned, and with the headteacher, but not with other staff or with parents. And
the approach of a governor should be to ask for explanations of anything not understood, not to make
assumptions.
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